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a b s t r a c t

Inventive conceptions amount to creative ideas for designing devices that are both original

and useful. The generation of inventive conceptions is a key element of the inventive

process. However, neural mechanisms of the inventive process remain poorly understood.

Here we employed functional feature association tasks and event-related functional

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to investigate neural substrates for the generation of

inventive conceptions. The functional MRI (fMRI) data revealed significant activations at

Brodmann area (BA) 47 in the left inferior frontal gyrus and at BA 18 in the left lingual

gyrus, when participants performed biological functional feature association tasks

compared with non-biological functional feature association tasks. Our results suggest that

the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47) is associated with novelty-based representations

formed by the generation and selection of semantic relatedness, and the left lingual gyrus

(BA 18) is involved in relevant visual imagery in processing of semantic relatedness. The

findings might shed light on neural mechanisms underlying the inventive process.

ª 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As the source of human civilizations, creativity has brought

forth science, technology, art, music and so on. At the same

time, creativity is the most complex phenomenon in the

mind. Mainly because there are a great number of creative

products in multiple realms, such as Vincent Van Gogh’s

paintings, Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity, fashion

designs, and technical inventions. The issue has arisen

whether the generation of these creative products shares the

samemechanisms (Baer, 1998; Sternberg, 2005). An influential
gnition and Personality, M

Zhang).
ier Ltd. All rights reserve
theory states that creativity depends on divergent (numerous

and varied responses) and convergent (one correct or con-

ventional response) processing, especially its divergence

(Guilford, 1967). Earlier studies of the neural substrates have

found that damages in frontal cortex impair word or semantic

fluency, particularly the left prefrontal cortex (Laine and

Niemi, 1988; Luria, 1966; Perret, 1974). Recent neuroimaging

studies have further reported that divergent thinking with

different tasks involves prefrontal (e.g., Fink et al., 2009;

Gibson et al., 2009; Goel and Vartanian, 2005; Green et al.,

2010), parietal (Fink et al., 2009; Sieborger et al., 2007),
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temporal (Chavez-Eakle et al., 2007; Fink et al., 2009; Jung-

Beeman et al., 2004), and visual regions (e.g., Howard-Jones

et al., 2005). In the case of music, while trained pianists

conduct improvisation with a piano, neural activity is

different from studies of divergent thinking. Significant acti-

vation occurs in motor and pre-motor regions, dorsolateral

prefrontal (Bengtsson et al., 2007; Berkowits and Ansari, 2008),

middle frontal polar cortex (Limb and Braun, 2008), tempor-

oparietal (Limb and Braun, 2008), and fusiform (Bengtsson

et al., 2007). However, neuroimaging studies of artists exhibit

another different picture. For example, Kowatari et al. (2009)

have found that creativity in designing a pen is correlated

with the degree of dominance of the right prefrontal over that

the left one. In these studies, the task diversity makes it

impossible to have an overlap of activation regions of the

brain across studies of creativity (Arden et al., 2010). “Tomake

creativity tractable in the brain, it must be further subdivided

into different types that can be meaningfully associated with

specific neurocognitive processes” (Dietrich and Kanso, 2010).

That is, a best way to investigate creativity is to capture a facet

of creative cognition and separate neural components from

the brain, rather than creativity writ large.

Invention refers to the creation of a device that did not

exist before, which helps humankind to live better or easier

(Britannica encyclopedia, 2012; The world book encyclopedia,

1990). The inventive product is about physical objects or de-

vices created in a novel way for practical uses. It is different

from scientific, artistic, or literary creativity. Generally, in-

ventive conception of the inventive product means creative

ideas for designing devices in the category of technical in-

ventions, rather than a broad category like creativity. It is

obvious that the emphasis of inventive conceptions is

conducive to elucidate neural mechanisms of the inventive

process. Moreover, such exploration may extend the body of

knowledge on neuroscience of creativity.

Inventive conceptions involve creative ideas for

designing devices that are both original and useful. The

generation of inventive conceptions relies on the formation

of novelty-based representations in the mind for inventive

devices or machines (Finke, 1990; Henderson, 2004; Royce,

1898; Simon, 1983). That a blade with sharp teeth along

one edge could cut wood, for example, must have been

generated in one’s mind for invention of a saw. Such

novelty-based representation has been considered to be

essential to the inventive process, although physical

objectification is subsequently conducted (Fagerberg, 2004;

Wiener, 1993). Previous studies of invention have focused

on cognitive mechanisms and computational models of

novelty-based representations in the inventive process

(Dyer and Hodges, 1986; Hampton, 1997; Ward et al., 1999).

However, there has been no study aimed at neural sub-

strates of the inventive process. Are there specific regions of

the brain that mediate novelty-based representations in the

inventive process? The purpose of the present study is to

elucidate whether and what regions of the brain are

specialized for the generation of inventive conceptions.

Many significant inventions in history are inspired by

adaptive feature optimization of biological species (Argentina

et al., 2007; Bar-Cohen, 2005; Dickinson, 1999; Vogel, 1998). In

nature, these diverse features of living beings are highly
optimized, which are efficiently acquired frommillion years of

evolution (Darwin, 1859). It has sparked our novelty-based

representations for artificial devices and machines in the in-

ventive process, such as an oar based on fins of a fish, a fishnet

based on the spider’s web, and an early flying machine based

on the bird (Chanute, 1997). Even in modern times, inventions

have still been inspired by adaptive optimization. The surface

design of some vehicles and buildings with non-stick surfaces

was triggered by the lotus effect (Barthlott and Neinhuis,

1997), and the development of robot scientist “Adam” was

based on thinking and reasoning (King et al., 2009). Much ev-

idence demonstrates that enlightenment from adaptive

feature optimization of biological species is one of the most

important paradigms in inventions.

A functional feature association approach restricted to

adaptive feature optimization of biological species inspires

the generation of inventive conceptions for new devices

(Bar-Cohen, 2005; Dickinson, 1999; Vogel, 1998), because the

essential core of this paradigm for inventions is involving

novelty-based representations formed by novel semantic

relatedness. In such tasks biological features and artificial

devices are not related semantically and never connected

before. To establish their connection, a concept related to

biological features at a node activates and spreads in

various directions so that a novel idea related to a non-

existent device is found among different associations

(Estes and Ward, 2002; Guilford, 1967; Koestler, 1964; Mobley

et al., 1992; Torrance, 1962). In other words, these unusual

links can initiate original representation and novelty

response for new devices in the inventive process (Beeman

and Bowden, 2000; Mednick, 1962; Razumnikova, 2007).

Conversely, processing of familiar semantic relatedness

mainly involves retrieval of information about prior se-

mantic relatedness in long-term memory. Thus, this one or

very few specific connection drives automatic response

among few alternatives, making it harder to find an original

idea or solution. Therefore, in the present experiment we

employed two types of functional feature association tasks

to investigate neural activity underlying the generation of

invention conceptions: biological functional feature associ-

ation tasks (BFFAT) embodying novel semantic relatedness

to stimulate the generation of inventive ideas, and non-

biological functional feature association tasks (NBFFAT)

embodying familiar semantic relatedness to stimulate the

generation of ordinary ideas.

BFFAT and NBFFAT might be represented in different re-

gions of the brain, and the neural activity pattern from direct

contrast between the two types of tasks might be a measure

for crucial components of neural networks underlying

novelty-based representations in the generation of inventive

conceptions. Previous patient studies have revealed the gen-

eration of ideas in divergent thinking is impaired with the left

ventral prefrontal lesions (Janowsky et al., 1989; Laine and

Niemi, 1988; Luria, 1966; Perret, 1974; Stuss et al., 1998). Neu-

roimaging data have revealed further that not only generation

of ideas but also selection of a certain idea are associated with

the left inferior frontal gyrus (Chavez-Eakle et al., 2007;

Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999; Fink et al., 2009; Goldberg

et al., 2007; Jung-Beeman, 2005). Based on these studies, we

hypothesized that the left ventral prefrontal cortex might be
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responsible for novelty-based representations that relates to

the generation of inventive conceptions.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Eighteen college students (eight males and ten females, mean

age 20.3 years, range 17e23 years) fully right-handed were

paid for their participation in this study. None of them had a

history of neurological or psychiatric mental problems. The

study was approved by the Institutional Human Participants

Review Board of Beijing Normal University Imaging Center for

Brain Research, andwritten consent was obtained from all the

participants.
2.2. Design and materials

Three different conditions were used to investigate the neural

basis for the generation of inventive conceptions: BFFAT,

NBFFAT, and baseline tasks. In both functional feature asso-

ciation tasks, a trial consisted of a clue and a problem. The

clue served to guide or direct to the solution of a problem. The

format of main tasks was “
A   →   B

C → ?
”. Items “A”, “B”, “C”

and “?” represented living things or non-living things. “C/ ?”

was a problem in a trial, “A / B” was a clue to the problem.

There were 80 stimulus trials of functional feature association

tasks, half BFFAT and half NBFFAT (Table 1). Twenty items of

baseline tasks consisting of 8 asterisks “ * *    * *

* *    * *
” were

dispersed among stimulus trials of functional feature associ-

ation tasks. The presentation of experimental trials was con-

ducted in an event-related design.

The present study consisted of two phases: participants did

experimental tasks in the scanner and then they did a ques-

tionnaire outside the scanner. At prescanning, participants

had practices of these tasks. In the scanner, stimuli of two

types of functional feature association tasks were presented

in random order, and each stimulus trial lasted 6 s. The par-

ticipants were instructed to think of an existent or non-

existent thing corresponding to the question mark in a prob-

lem according to a clue of the task as soon as possible. During

experiment, participants had to indicate whether they were
Table 1 e Examples of stimuli used in experimental tasks.

BFFAT NBFFAT

蛋壳 / 拱形屋顶 剪草机 / 草坪

树根 / ? 起子 / ?

(An eggshell / an arched roof) (A mower / A lawn)

(A tree’s root / ?) (An opener / ?)

企鹅 / 滑雪板 犁 / 田地

跳蚤 / ? 斧头 / ?

(A penguin / A ski) (A plow / A field)

(A flea / ?) (An axe / ?)
successful by pressing one of two buttons on a keypad, or

press any button for baseline trials. With intention of con-

trolling neural activations of the brain associated with motor

action, nine of participants responded with the right index

finger and others responded with the left index finger. After

scanning, the participants completed a questionnaire with

paper and pen. The “questions” were the same stimulus dis-

plays as during scanning. The participants were only reques-

ted to recall their answers for these tasks during the scanning

process, and write statements to describe what they were.

2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition

MRI scans were performed on a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM Trio

at Beijing Normal University. Participants laid supinely with

their heads cozily fixed by belt and foam pads to reduce head

movement. Earplugs were used to dampen scanner noise.

Visual stimuli were presented through a projector onto a

screen in the bore of the scanner. Participants viewed the

stimuli through a mirror mounted to the head coil. Behavioral

responses of participants were recorded by pressing buttons.

High-resolution T1-weighted images were acquired for each

participant to provide anatomical reference (1 � 1 � 1 mm3).

Functional MRI (fMRI) data were collected using a T2*

weighted gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence.

In each volume, thirty-two slices (4-mm-thick) were acquired

axially, interleaved slice mode to cover the whole brain. Data

were recorded in a single session, and a total of 300 volumes

were acquired with a repetition time (TR) of 2000 msec, an

echo time (TE) of 30msec, a flip angle of 90�, field of view (FOV)

of 200 � 200 mm, acquisition matrix of 64 � 64, and spatial

resolution of 3 � 3 � 4 mm3.

2.4. Data analyses

Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2) (Friston et al., 1995) was

employed for preprocessing and statistical analyses of imag-

ing data with Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks). Slice timing correction

was done before spatial processing due to acquisition of im-

aging data with interleaved slice mode. The functional image

volumes were spatially realigned to reference volume, and

then normalized to the standard brain template from the

Montreal Neurological Institute (Evans et al., 1993) using non-

linear basis functions (Ashburner and Friston, 1999). The

images were spatially smoothed by an 8-mm full-width half-

maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel (Worsley and

Friston, 1995). Low-frequency drift in the BOLD signal was

removed by a high-pass filter set at 128 s of cosine functions.

Individual analysis of imaging data was performed using

the general linear model. The BOLD signal was modeled as a

canonical hemodynamic response function. The contrasts of

interestwere examined after estimation of condition effects at

each voxel. Our comparisons included BFFAT relative to

baseline, NBFFAT relative to baseline, and BFFAT relative to

NBFFAT. Each contrast produced a statistical parametric map

of the t statistic (finally converted into Z values). The resulting

activations were computed by a voxelwise intensity threshold

of p < .05 using a correction of multiple comparisons via the

false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995;

Genovese et al., 2002), and a cluster size of a minimum of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2013.01.015
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twenty contiguous voxels. Contrasts of individual participants

were entered to a second-level randomeffectsmodel (Worsley

et al., 1992) for group analysis. Activations that were within

clusters of twenty or more contiguous voxels and above the

FDR-corrected statistical threshold of p < .05 were considered

significant. Brain regions were estimated from Talairach and

Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) following adjust-

ments for differences betweenMNI andTalairach coordinates.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

During scanning participants were requested to do experi-

mental tasks. The reaction time and completion rate were
Fig. 1 e Behavioral performance. (A) Reaction time, (B) completi

frequency of unusual responses. Reaction time and completion r

mean time of participants’ responses in problem solving. Comp

and usefulness rating were based on questionnaires in which t

without delay after scanning. The novelty is evaluated with a 5-

original), and usefulness ranging from 1 (very useless) to 5 (very

to 5% responses in the same stimulus trial across all the partic
recorded automatically. Statistical analyses of behavioral data

indicated that the mean reaction time of successful solutions

in BFFAT was significantly longer than that in NBFFAT,

t (17)¼ 21, p< .001 (Fig. 1A). The difference in completion rates

between BFFAT and NBFFATwas significant, t (17)¼ 8, p< .001

(Fig. 1B).

To examine what participants generated in their mind

during scanning, we used a questionnaire to request them to

use words to portray objects or devices generated in their

mind after scanning without delay. According to the consen-

sual assessment technique (Amabile, 1982), experts in the

domain in question were asked to evaluate the originality and

usefulness of these devices or objects participants generated.

An expert evaluated (a) novelty of the objects generated in

their mind in relation to existing devices and products in

terms of a 5-point rating scale ranging from 1 (very unoriginal)
on rate, (C) novelty rating, (D) usefulness rating, and (E)

ate were collected in the scanning session. Reaction time is

letion rate is percentage of solutions to problems. Novelty

he participants were requested to recall their answers

point rating scale ranging from 1 (very unoriginal) to 5 (very

useful). Unusual response is reported by less than or equal

ipants. Error bars indicate standard error measurement.
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Table 2 e Coordinates of activation peaks.

Regions activated BA x y z Z-score

NBFFATebaseline

Frontal lobe

Left inferior frontal gyrus 9 �44 7 32 6.27

Left superior frontal gyrus 6 �5 6 66 5.70

Right middle frontal gyrus 46 56 33 25 3.55

Occipital lobe

Right lingual gyrus & cuneus 17 11 �96 0 7.07

Subcortical regions

Left cerebellum �17 �39 �35 2.97

Right lentiform nucleus 14 �3 �2 3.80

Right lentiform nucleus 20 6 13 2.29

BFFATebaseline

Frontal lobe

Left superior frontal gyrus 6 �5 9 65 5.92

Left inferior frontal gyrus 9 �41 4 32 5.79

Left inferior frontal gyrus 47 �41 17 �6 2.89

Right precentral gyrus 6 41 �8 63 5.77

Occipital lobe

Left lingual gyrus & cuneus 18 �26 �99 �2 7.11

Right lingual gyrus 17 17 �90 0 7.29

Temporal lobe

Right inferior temporal gyrus 20 32 �5 �37 3.03

Right fusiform gyrus 20 38 �12 �24 2.93

Subcortical regions

Left lateral geniculum body �23 �26 �3 3.96

Right lateral ventricle 14 �4 25 3.85

Right lentiform nucleus 14 �3 �4 3.34

NBFFATeBFFAT

Frontal lobe

Left middle frontal gyrus 11 �26 42 �14 2.95

Occipital lobe

Left middle occipital gyrus 19 �32 �89 21 3.68

Left cuneus 18 �14 �98 13 3.53

Right cuneus 7 8 �65 33 5.48

Temporal lobe

Right inferior parietal lobule 40 41 �49 52 5.71

Subcortical regions

Left cerebellum �44 �63 �39 3.29

Left thalamus �11 �28 12 2.60

Right caudate body 5 14 7 2.80

BFFATeNBFFAT

Frontal lobe

Left inferior frontal gyrus 47 �29 28 �9 4.20

Occipital lobe

Left lingual gyrus 18 �11 �78 3 5.42

x, y, and z represent position in Talairach coordinate space.

c o r t e x 5 0 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 1 6 2e1 7 3166
to 5 (very original), and (b) usefulness in terms of the same

rating scale ranging from1 (very useless) to 5 (very useful). The

difference in novelty rating between biological functional

feature association trials and non-biological functional

feature association trials was significant, t (17) ¼ 52, p < .001

(Fig. 1C). The difference in usefulness rating between biolog-

ical functional feature association trials and non-biological

functional feature association trials was not significant,

t (17) ¼ 1, p > .25 (Fig. 1D). The questionnaire showed that

BFFAT evoked generation of novel and useful objects or de-

vices, and NBFFAT caused retrieval of ordinary and useful

objects or devices. In order to reveal further the novelty of

solutions, we did statistical analysis using an objective mea-

surement of novelty responses by taking the frequency of

unusual responses in the same stimulus trial across all the

participants. Five college students who were not participants

and were blind to the experimental hypothesis identified un-

usual responses. Any responses that were reported by less

than or equal to 5% responses were considered to be unusual.

Statistical analyses indicated that the mean frequency of

unusual responses in BFFATwas significantly higher than that

in NBFFAT, t (4) ¼ 27, p < .001 (Fig. 1E).

3.2. Neuroimaging data

The inventive process involving different cognitive compo-

nents recruits multiple neural regions of the brain. We are

interested in segregating specific components of the neural

network underlying the generation of inventive conceptions.

Therefore, a series of statistical analyses were performed for

functional MRI data of successful solutions in functional

feature association tasks. The first comparison included

experimental tasks versus baseline. One comparison between

BFFAT versus baseline revealed that the cognitive operation of

BFFAT involved significant activations in left superior frontal

gyrus (Brodmann areae BA 6: x¼�5, y¼ 9, z¼ 65), left inferior

frontal gyrus (BA 9: x ¼ �41, y ¼ 4, z ¼ 32), left inferior frontal

gyrus (BA 47: x ¼ �41, y ¼ 17, z ¼ �6), right precentral gyrus

(BA 6: x ¼ 41, y ¼ �8, z ¼ 63), left lingual gyrus and cuneus

(BA 18: x ¼ �26, y ¼ �99, z ¼ �2), right lingual gyrus (BA 17:

x ¼ 17, y ¼ �90, z ¼ 0), right inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20:

x¼ 32, y¼�5, z¼�37), and right fusiform gyrus (BA 20: x¼ 38,

y ¼ �12, z ¼ �24). The other comparison of NBFFAT versus

baseline revealed that cognitive operation of NBFFAT involved

significant activations in left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9:

x ¼ �44, y ¼ 7, z ¼ 32), left superior frontal gyrus (BA 6: x ¼ �5,

y ¼ 6, z ¼ 66), right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46: x ¼ 56, y ¼ 33,

z ¼ 25), and right lingual gyrus and cuneus (BA 17: x ¼ 11,

y ¼ �96, z ¼ 0) (Table 2).

According to the principle of cognitive subtraction, by

comparing the activity of the brain in BFFAT that utilizes a

particular cognitive component with the activity of the brain

in the control tasks, it is possible to infer which regions are

specialized for the particular cognitive component. Thus we

performed direct comparison of BFFAT versus NBFFAT to

identify key neural components of the generation of inventive

conceptions. The results of this comparison revealed that the

cognitive operation of BFFAT was associated with significant

activations in left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47: x ¼ �29, y ¼ 28,

z ¼ �9) and left lingual gyrus (BA 18: x ¼ �11, y ¼ �78, z ¼ 3)
(Fig. 2A and B). However, the other comparison between

NBFFAT versus BFFAT revealed that the cognitive operation of

NBFFAT was associated with significant activation in left

middle frontal gyrus (BA 11: x ¼ �26, y ¼ 42, z ¼ �14), left

middle occipital gyrus (BA 19: x ¼ �32, y ¼ �89, z ¼ 21), left

cuneus (BA 18: x ¼ �14, y ¼ �98, z ¼ 13), right cuneus (BA 7:

x ¼ 8, y ¼ �65, z ¼ 33), and right inferior parietal lobule (BA 40:

x ¼ 41, y ¼ �49, z ¼ 52).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2013.01.015
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Fig. 2 e Significant activations elicited by BFFAT. Regions showing significant activations were associated with performance

in BFFAT versus NBFFAT. (A) Activations at BA 47 in left inferior frontal gyrus. These are sagittal, coronal and axial sections.

(B) Activations at BA 18 in left lingual gyrus. These are sagittal, coronal and axial sections. The significance thresholds are

p < .05 FDR-corrected with an extent threshold of 20 contiguous voxels. Functional maps shown at sagittal, coronal and

axial sections are overlaid on the T1-weighted images.
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Different reaction time is often considered as a cue to

measure the difficulty of an experimental task. We performed

a covariance analysis and entered reaction time as a covariate

of no interest to reveal activations of regions irrespective of

task difficulty. While reaction time was co-varied out, the

comparison between BFFAT and NBFFAT showed significant

activations at left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47: x ¼ �29, y ¼ 28,

z ¼ �9) and left lingual gyrus (BA 18: x ¼ �11, y ¼ �78, z ¼ 3).

This further revealed that activations of the two regions BAs

47 and 18 were task specific, not evoked by task difficulty

(Stephan et al., 2003).
4. Discussion

The present study employed functional feature association

tasks and event-related functional MRI technique to identify

neural architecture of the brain specialized for the generation

of inventive conceptions. A key comparison of BFFAT relative

to NBFFAT revealed significant activations at BA 47 in the left

inferior frontal gyrus and at BA 18 in the left lingual gyrus.

These results suggest that the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47)

and the left lingual gyrus (BA 18) are key components of the

neural network underlying the generation of novelty-based

representations in the inventive process.

BFFAT involve at least word recognition, semantic

retrieval, associative search, relatedness formation, and im-

agery recall. These cognitive components are carried out by

activation of widely distributed areas of the brain. This is

consistent with the comparison of BFFAT relative to baseline

(Table 2). Moreover, it is noteworthy that neural activity pat-

terns in BFFAT relative to baseline were different from the

neural patterns in NBFFAT relative to baseline, albeit there

were a few common activations. It showed that BFFAT are

distinct from NBFFAT. This was in agreement with the

behavioral responses of the participants in performing BFFAT

and NBFFAT (Fig. 1AeE). The behavioral difference in novelty

responses, reaction time, completion rates further reflects

distinct mental operations engaged in the biological and non-

biological association tasks. That is, BFFAT mainly involves

the formation of novel semantic relatedness, but NBFFAT in-

volves the retrieval of familiar semantic relatedness. There-

fore, solving biological association tasks requires more

processing time and gets less completion rate than solving

non-biological association tasks.

The difference in cognitive mechanisms between the

biological and non-biological association tasks is further

supported by questionnaire records. For example, when a

NBFFAT “A mower / A lawn An opener / ?” was presented,

participants reported the answer: a bottle of wine. In the case

when reading a clue “A mower / A lawn”, semantic infor-

mation of “A mower” and “A lawn” were retrieved from long-

term memory following word recognition. Then associative

search for “a mower and a lawn” proceeded and it was real-

ized that a mower can be applied to a lawn. According to this

clue, when reading the problem “An opener/ ?”, participants

retrieved semantic information of “An opener”, then finished

the associative search: an opener can be applied to a bottle of

wine. In contrast, when a BFFAT “An eggshell / An arched

roof A tree’s root / ?” was presented, participants reported
the answer such as a new design of the foundation of a

building consisting of multiple crossed piles for anti-

earthquake, which is embedded firmly and deeply in the

ground and on which the building is built. Similar to NBFFAT,

when reading a clue “An eggshell / An arched roof”, se-

mantic information related to “An eggshell” and “An arched

roof” were retrieved from long-term memory following word

recognition. Then associative search for “an eggshell and an

arched roof” proceeded. Because there was a lack of direct

associative knowledge of an eggshell and an arched roof in

long-term memory, participants had to form new relatedness

that themechanics of an eggshell can be applied to the design

and construction of the roof of a building. According to this

clue, when reading the problem “A tree’s root / ?” and

retrieved semantic information of “A tree’s root”, then asso-

ciative search proceeded, but there was a lack of direct rele-

vant associative knowledge in memory. At that time

participants had to form new relatedness: the mechanics of a

tree’s root can be applied to a new design of the foundation of

a building consisting ofmultiple crossed piles for resistance to

earthquake. Also, a visual imagery of the substructure of

multiple crossed piles might appear in their mind. Different

from NBFFAT, BFFAT necessitate participants to form novel

semantic relatedness in addition to word recognition, se-

mantic retrieval, associate search, and imagery recall.

This role of the left inferior prefrontal cortex in the gen-

eration of ideas has been suggested by considerable neuro-

psychological evidence and neuroimaging data (Bechtereva

et al., 2004; Gazzaniga, 2000; Janowsky et al., 1989; Perret,

1974), although there are reports about the right regions of

the brain. Patients with the left frontal pathology were

significantly worse than thosewith the right frontal lesions on

the generation of semantic fluency (Laine and Niemi, 1988),

and patients with the left prefrontal lesions were most

impaired in the generation of verbal fluency (Stuss et al., 1998).

Moreover, a patient with the left orbitofrontal lesion gener-

ated wordsmuch less than an age-matched control did (Luria,

1966). Fluency tasks are a measure of divergent production

that requires participants to avoid previous responses and

initiate new things relating to a specific cue (Guilford, 1967).

These patient studies have consistently supported the left

ventral prefrontal cortex mediating divergent processing.

Recent functional MRI studies have suggested that inferior

frontal gyrus was recruited for the creative process (Ellamil

et al., 2011; Fink et al., 2009; Greake and Hansen, 2005;

Mashal et al., 2007). The creative process is characterized by

the production of new ideas and the assessment of their

usefulness. An functional MRI with a compatible drawing

tablet systemwas employed to identify the neural activity of a

twofold processing in the creative process (Ellamil et al., 2011).

The experimental task was to design book cover illustrations

according to book descriptions from documentary summaries

about public issues. In the experiment, after viewing a book

description, participants drew or wrote down their ideas

(creative generation) and drew or wrote down their evalua-

tions of the ideas (creative evaluation). Their results showed

that wide spread regions in frontal, parietal and temporal

cortex were dedicated to creative generation, while executive

and default network regions were engaged in creative evalu-

ation. Interestingly, the left inferior frontal gyrus in the frontal

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2013.01.015
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cortex was recruited for the generation of ideas. Similarly, in

another functional MRI study (Fink et al., 2009), experimental

tasks were, for example, unusual uses test for generating

original uses of everyday objects, and the name invention task

for generating as original names as possible to given abbre-

viations. In comparison with fixation, either unusual uses test

or name invention task elicited consistently strong activation

in the left inferior frontal gyrus. This revealed further that the

left inferior frontal gyrus was dedicated to the appearance of a

new semantic representation in divergent thinking. Chavez-

Eakle et al. (2007) used a single photon emission computer-

ized tomography to study a series of divergent thinking tasks

(e.g., just suppose, unusual uses). Their research results

showed greater activity of region cerebral blood flow in the left

BA 47 in highly creative individuals compared to normal

controls. Moreover, the greater activity in the left inferior

frontal gyrus (BA 47) among regions of the brain was strongly

correlated with cognitive components of fluency and flexi-

bility. In brief, previous studies have implicated that involve-

ment of the left inferior frontal cortex (BA 47) is associated

with the generation of ideas in divergent thinking and novelty

response.

The formation of original ideas depends on not only

generating these ideas in divergent thinking but also selecting

the most novel idea from activated semantic network. Ab-

stract semantic associations are represented in the left ventral

prefrontal cortex of the brain (Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999;

Demb et al., 1995; Devlin et al., 2003; Fiez, 1997; Fletcher et al.,

2000; Gabrieli et al., 1998; Goldberg et al., 2007; Kapur et al.,

1994; Poldrack et al., 1999; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997).

Moreover, the left inferior frontal gyrus is emphasized to play

an important role in semantic selection by selecting one

concept and inhibiting competing activated concepts (Jung-

Beeman, 2005; Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004; Thompson-

Schill et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2004). Several functional MRI

studies of verbal four-term analogy have revealed that the

prefrontal cortex is a central in analogical reasoning in that

the left inferior frontal gyrus engages in semantic search and

selection (Bunge et al., 2005; Green et al., 2010), the left ros-

trolateral prefrontal cortex serves abstract relation integration

(Green et al., 2006), and the right rostrolateral prefrontal cor-

tex controls visuo-spatial relation integration (Krawczyk et al.,

2010). For example, Bunge et al. (2005) used functional MRI to

examine neural correlates of analogy and semantic tasks.

A direct comparison of tasks revealed that the left inferior

prefrontal cortex and the left frontopolar cortex were more

active in analogy than in semantic trials. Neural activity in the

left inferior prefrontal cortex was believed to involve with

associative strength of semantic retrieval between a pair of

words, while the left frontopolar cortex involved with map-

ping across multiple retrieved relations in analogical tasks.

This is in accord with some literature on non-analogy tasks

about mechanisms of selective semantic associations in the

left inferior frontal gyrus (Bokde et al., 2001; Kan and

Thompson-Schill, 2004; Yang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2004).

Green et al. (2010) further found that neural activity in the left

frontopolar cortex and the left inferior prefrontal cortex co-

varied parametrically with increasing semantic distance be-

tween items in analogical reasoning. It means that the left

inferior prefrontal cortex is recruited for selecting more
semantically distant demand. As noted by Heilman et al.

(2003), the creative process involves with selectively acti-

vating remote conceptual networks and inhibiting similar

semantic information circuits. On the whole, previous studies

suggest that the left inferior frontal gyrus is recruited for the

generation of semantic relatedness and selection of semantic

relatedness. These existing studies are consistent with our

research suggestion of the left BA 47 functions responsible for

novelty-based representations engaged in forming novel se-

mantic relatedness between biological features and artificial

devices in biological functional feature tasks, and selecting a

more original conception among possible alternatives.

Recent relevant studies are in congruence with our find-

ings. Kowatari et al. (2009) have investigated artistic creativity.

In their experiment while the pictures of a pen were pre-

sented, participants were asked to think of a new design for

the pan. The originality of a designed pen was evaluated by

comparison of the pen participants drawn relative to an

example. The participants were from students in the depart-

ment of art and design who had received at least 2 years of

artistic training (expert subjects) or students of other disci-

plines without artistic training (novice subjects). The re-

searchers found that creativity of expert participants was

correlated with the degree of dominance of the right pre-

frontal cortex over that of the left one, although contrasts

between the pen design task and the counting number task in

either expert subjects or novice subjects did not show signif-

icant differences. They argued that art training suppressed the

activity in the left prefrontal cortex and the bilateral parietal

cortex in turn fed positive signals to the right prefrontal cor-

tex. Thus, the right prefrontal cortex activity overrode the left

prefrontal cortex one, also activity in the bilateral parietal

cortex decreased. Unlike experts, a negative correlation be-

tween activity in the bilateral parietal cortex and creativity

was observed in novice participants, because visualespatial

process in the parietal cortex was interfering with the creative

process leading to new designs. Different from Kowatari et al.

research, our task is based on the biological functional fea-

tures to generate different devices that are both novel and

useful, which involves remote semantic relatedness rather

than designing a pen in artistic dimension. Thus, activation

appeared in the left prefrontal cortex is associated with the

formation and selection of novel semantic relatedness during

the generation of inventive conceptions. In the case of artistic

creativity, new design for a pen is mainly based on processing

of visual and spatial information on the shape, color and

esthetic senses of a pen, such information inevitably entails

the right hemisphere over the left hemisphere of the brain,

except the argument of training suppression made by Kowa-

tari et al.

The present study is somewhat similar to a study of met-

aphor processing by Rapp et al. (2004). In their experiment,

metaphoric sentence (e.g., the lovers words are harp sounds)

and literal sentence were presented and participants were

requested to read these sentences silently and judged

whether words in a sentence had a positive or negative

connotation. Processing of metaphors relative to literal sen-

tences in their study showed activation in the left inferior

frontal gyrus (BAs 45 and 47) and the left temporal gyrus (BAs

20 and 37). In reality, our study differs from the study of
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metaphor processing in several aspects. Rapp et al. used a

semantic decision task to examinemetaphor comprehension.

Metaphors are about comprehension of abstract ideas (e.g.,

the truth) in our lives expressed by figurative language. This

expression serves to facilitate the understanding of the tenor

(the subject), described by the vehicle (the object) (Richards,

1936). Whereas our study used the BFFAT to investigate the

inventive process. Our task was to apply optimization of bio-

logical functional features to design of artificial devices. In

addition, Rapp et al. presented a sentence and participants

had to understand the subject via the object in different cat-

egories. But we used four items in a trial (two items as a cue

and the other two items as a problem), and participants had to

generate an inventive conception. These factors may explain

the differences in results between Rapp et al. and our study.

For example, the left BAs 45, 20 and 37 of the brain were

recruited to comprehension of figurative language, rather

than the generation of inventive conceptions. However, met-

aphor processing involves semantic inference in under-

standing of figurative sense, this processing possibly brought

about activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BAs 45

and 47).

Recent patient study has investigated correlations be-

tween lesion locations and original responses using creative

tasks (Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2011). In Torrance test of creative

thinking (Torrance, 1974) participants were presented with 30

identical circles on a page, and were requested to draw as

many different drawings of meaningful objects as possible,

each of which must include at least one circle. In alternative

uses task, participants were presented with a list of six

common objects and were asked to list as many alternate

uses as possible for each objects. Shamay-Tsoory et al. found

that lesions in the right medial prefrontal cortex were asso-

ciated with impaired originality, and lesions in the left pari-

etal and temporal cortex were associated with somewhat

elevated levels of originality. The data have supported the

role of the right prefrontal cortex in creativity of geometric or

object stimuli. Concerning that lesions in the left parietal

cortex are associated with somewhat elevated levels of orig-

inality, as the authors argued, cognitive processes mediated

by the left parietal and temporal cortex interferes with crea-

tive cognition. For this reason, lesions in the regions may

bring about elevated levels of originality. This result is

consistent with our findings on the role of the left prefrontal

cortex in generation of inventive conceptions. That is, the

generation and selection of semantic relatedness are associ-

ated with the left inferior frontal gyrus. Because the left pa-

rietal cortex, particularly the left temporoparietal region and

the left inferior parietal lobe, are extremely important for

language production (Metter et al., 1990; Stoeckel et al., 2009),

it competes or interferes with the formation of novel se-

mantic relatedness in the left inferior frontal gyrus. There-

fore, damage to the left PC may be conducive to the

generation of inventive conceptions.

In addition, our results also showed activation in the left

lingual gyrus, which may involve relevant visual imagery in

processing of semantic relatedness. This is consonant with

prior relevant studies (Behrmann et al., 1994). Visual imagery

is an important component of conscious experience (Paivio,

1969). It can be seeing by “mind’s eyes” (Kosslyn, 1994;
Marks, 1973), hearing by “mind’s ears” (Halpern, 1988; Pitt and

Crowder, 1992) and touching by “mind’s hands” (Yoo et al.,

2003). As reported in behavioral studies, there is the genera-

tion of new visual imagery in the creative process (Anderson

and Helstrup, 1993; Finke, 1990; Leboutillier and Marks,

2003). Much neuroimaging data show significant activations

in occipital cortex while visual imagery is generated (Kosslyn

et al., 1993; Kosslyn and Ochsner, 1994; Miyashita, 1995), and

there is a dominance of the left hemisphere (Charlot et al.,

1992; Farah et al., 1985; Goldenberg et al., 1989; Kosslyn

et al., 1993; Stangalino et al., 1995; Tippet, 1992). Some

studies further reveal that the left BA 18 is involved in spatial

property processing (Hubel and Livingstone, 1987; Shelton and

Gabrieli, 2002; Slotnick and Schacter, 2006), vivid visual im-

agery (Olivetti Belardinelli et al., 2009), and motion imagery

(Malouin et al., 2003). Interestingly, a recent study (Jung et al.,

2010) used structural MRI to examine cortical thickness of the

brain related to the creative process in young participants.

These tasks (e.g., the design fluency task) made participants

generate novel drawings, and were correlated with decreased

cortical thickness at the left BA 18. As many researchers

claimed (Durston and Casey, 2006), Jung et al. proposed that

such thinning is involved in a more focused function.

They concluded that the left BA 18 in lingual gyrus is

responsible for novel patterns or designs in these tasks. In

agreement with their findings, our study suggested that the

left BA 18 in lingual gyrus of the occipital cortex involves

relevant imagery processing in the generation of inventive

conceptions.

Invention is one of the most important activities in human

civilization. Neural mechanisms of the inventive process have

been perplexed us for a long time. The present study using

BFFAT and functional MRI technique investigated the neural

basis of the formation of inventive conceptions. Our results

suggested that two neural architectures of the brain are the

seat for the generation of inventive conceptions in the in-

ventive process: the left BA 47 in inferior frontal gyrus and the

left BA 18 in lingual gyrus. The findings of the present study

advance our understanding of neural mechanisms of the in-

ventive process.
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